The booking tool
for business travel
We’re excited to offer our business customers direct access to their
published and contracted rates with American and our partners*, in
addition to codeshare travel marketed by American. Plus, you’ll have
access to both published and contracted rates for car and hotel.
This travel management tool also offers customers policy management,
robust reporting, and more – to help you get more value out of your
relationship with American Airlines.

Why use a booking tool?
Lower booking costs
With no online transaction fees, you’ll see lower booking costs. And,
employees are more likely to book that lower fare when comparing
fares side-by-side.
Increased efficiency
With a customized travel profile and a single place to book travel,
bookings are made easier and faster – making employees more
efficient.

Get started
For more information about American Airlines For Business, check
us out at business.aa.com and get started today.
Features for the Travel Manager
Planning and booking business travel through American Airlines
For Business makes managing travel and reducing expenses easy.
•

Book for multiple travelers based on their profiles

•

Pre-trip approvals help enforce policy

•

Repurpose unused tickets

•

No online transaction fees, and low fees for live agent assistance

•

Travel reports, auditing, track spending by unit, transaction level
data

Benefits for the traveler
Everything you need to make your travel plans, in one place.

Travel policy enforcement
Whether its preferred suppliers, price limits, or cabin restrictions,
pre-trip approvals ensure bookings are always in compliance.

•

Robust travel profile makes booking easier and faster, within
company policy

•

Contracted discounts for flights, car and hotel all in one place

Better data capture and reporting
Robust reports provide insight on the value of your travel program.

•

Online exchanges or refunds

•

Trip schedules sync with your calendar

•

Itinerary sharing with colleagues

* British Airways, Finnair, Iberia, Japan Airlines, or Qantas
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